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Natural Progressive Evolution
Primacy / foundation for Reality:

Supernatural Creation
Primacy / foundation for Reality:

Human mind & observational abilities
Methelodical naturalism - Time, Matter & Energy
aka nothing supernatural, only what can be
observed and examined via scientific method.

A Supernatural Outer-dimensional creator
determines and reveals reality. Science observes

The evolution model includes the scientific evidence

Supernatural processes: Fully formed functioning
systems, organisms supernaturally created.
Examples: laws of physics, universe, biology - original
ancestral kinds, ecosystems, humans.

and the related inferences suggesting that:

present reality, but is limited in explaining past /
supernatural events.

1. The universe and the solar system emerged by
naturalistic processes. (from unknown origins)
2. Life emerged from nonlife by naturalistic processes.
The (YEC) creation model includes the scientific
(by unknown processes - super-natural, not
evidence and the related inferences suggesting that:
scientifically observed or reproducable)
1. The universe and the Solar system were suddenly
3. All present kinds (of plants and animals) emerged
(and supernaturally) created.
from simpler earlier kinds, so that single-celled
2. Life was suddenly created.
organisms evolved into invertebrates, then
3. All present living kinds (family groups) of animals
vertebrates, then amphibians, then reptiles,
and plants have remained fixed since creation, other
then mammals, then primates,
than extinctions, and genetic variation in originally
There are a
including man. (an assumed upward
created kinds has only occurred within narrow
wide
array
of
mixing
progression in complexity of features
evolutionary and limited limits(genetic pool) (Observed”evolution” is
and genomic -dna- information)
supernatural elements
due to genetic variation already present withing
4. Mutation and natural selection have
withing “Christian” origin the ancestral kind’s genome, and mutation,
brought about the emergence of
views
adaptation and natural selection act to diversify
present complex kinds from a simple
this
already present information and features.)
primordial organism.
Mutation and natural selection (etc) are insufficient to
5. Man and apes emerged from a
Is evolution
have brought about any emergence of present living
common ancestor.
progressive (gaining
kinds from a simple primordial organism. (Increasing
6. The earth’s geologic
information and complexgenetic information in the creatures genomes. The exact
features were fashioned
ity) or degenerative (losing
opposite is observed, as creatures lose features and
largely by slow, gradual
complexity and genetic
genetic information - diversity -DET)
processes, with infrequent
information ?
http://www.originsunited.com/degeneration-the-end-ofcatastrophic events
evolution-theory.html
restricted to a local scale
4. Man and apes have a separate ancestry.
(uniformitarianism).
5. The earth’s geologic features appear to have been
7. The inception of the
Present Observation:
fashioned largely by rapid, catastrophic processes
Operational Science
earth and then
that affected the earth on a global and regional scale
of life must have
Past
Events:
(catastrophism).
occurred several
Historical
Science
6. The inception of the earth and of living kinds may
billion years ago.
have been relatively recent.
Based on http://www.icr.org/article/summary-scientific-evidence-for-creation/

Top Websites

askabiologist.org.uk/answers/
ncse.com
talkorigins.org

www.trueorigin.org/to_deception.php

rationalwiki.org pbs.org/wgbh/evolution
evolution.berkeley.edu

Top Evolution Blogs & Websites
https://blog.feedspot.com/evolution_blogs/

The best Darwinian sites on the web

www.theguardian.com/science/2008/feb/09/darwin.
websites

Supernatual Creation
Top Websites
Young Earth Creation - Genesis as history
creation.com
searchcreation.org
icr.org
answersingenesis.org
isgenesishistory.com csm.org.uk
creationtoday.org
creationscience.com

Old Earth / Day Age Creation

oldearth.org

thenaturalhistorian.com

biologos.org

ScienceUG.com
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More than 99 percent of all
species, amounting to over
five billion species, that ever
lived on Earth are estimated to be extinct. Estimates
on the number of Earth’s
current species range from
10 million to 14 million, of
which about 1.2 million have
been documented and over
86 percent have not yet been
described.
Ev Science view)
Extinction - Wikipedia

reasons.org

Evolutionary Creation - Theistic Evolution

https://curiosity.com/topics/99-percent-of-the-earths-species-are-extinctbut-thats-not-the-worst-of-it-curiosity/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/nature/extinction_events
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